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bstract 
Vestern Ghats is one of [he 33 recognised ecologicaly sensitive zone in the world. India has four such sensitive zones. They 
re the Western Ghats, the Eastern Himalayas, the Himalayan Range between Kashmir and Utar Pradesh and the Andaman 

slands. The significance of the Western Chats is that along with its rich biodiversity, it also supports a rich environment 

ependant civilization jor several thousand years. The area is one of the worlds ten "Hottest biodiversity hotspots" and has 

ver 7.400 species of Jlowering plants, 139 normal species, 508 bird species, 179 amphibian species; it is likely that many 
mdiscovered species ive in the westem Ghats. During the past 40 1o 50 years the plant and animal life as a whole have 

ufered due to so called development and urbanization which has led to the extinction of species and more are in danger of 
becoming extinct. 

fwe accept the current model of development the rich Biodiversity in Western Ghats will be collapsed. Biodiversity su�jers 
through over consumption ana unsuStaimable de velopmentpractices. Due to modern trend of development, so many verities of 

pBants and animals are suyfering today. Therefore, for the survival of our failure generation, we have to take review of our 
current model of modern day's development. We have to accept such type of development model, which will help to protect the 

varied and rich Biodiversity in Western Ghats. 

Introduction 

In the reference of survival of Biodiversity in Western Ghats, we have to think about the concept of sustainable development. 
Sustainable devclopment is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of fature 

generations to meet their own necds. The concept of sustainable development can be interpreted in many different ways, but in 
its core is an approach to development that looks to balance different and often competing, needs against an awareness of the 
environmental, social and economic limitations we face as society. Living within our environmental limits is one of the central 
principles of sustainable development. The focus of sustainable development is for broader than just an cnvironment. Ir's also 
about ensuring a strong, healthy and just society. This means meting the diverse nceds of all people in oxisting and future 
communities, promoting personal wellbeing, social cohesion and inclusion, and creating equal opportunity. 

Sustainable development is an approach to development that takes the finite resources of the earthinto consideration. This can 
mean a lot of different things to different people, but it most commonly refers to the use of renewable energy resources and 
Sustainable agriculture or forestry practices. It also entails the use of sustainable mineral use along with many other things. 
The idea is to create a system that is "sustainable" meaning one that can keep young indetinitely into the future. 

Conventional and Alternate Energy 
Renewable energy sources like wind power and solar power are excellent examples of development strategies that are 

Sustainable. Their sustainability is defined by thcir reliance upon infinitcly available resources that are naturally occuring. 

constant and free to access. These factors mean that these resources will be indefinitely accessible by humans, which makes 
them sustainable resources. 

Resourceful Western Ghats 

nrou Orographic effect, they receive high rainfall. These region's nave moist aecciduous torest and rain forest. The region 

he Westerm Ghats are a chain of hills that run along the Wcstern edge of peninsular India. Their proximity to the ocean and 
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the rep pecles ot diversity as well as high levels of endemism. Nearly 77% of the amphibians and 62% of 

reptile 
nd her are found nowhere clse. Sri Lanka, which lies to the south ot India, 1s aiso county rich in species d 

"ka, lhis region also shows some faunal similarities with the Madagascar region especially in the 
ad ampnibians. Numerous floral links to the Madagascar region also exist. 

the world's species such as black! paper and cardamom have their origin in the western Gnals. Ihe highest concentra are over 6000 vascular plants belonging to over 2500 genera in this hotspot, of wnicn ove are endemic. Mue 

species in the Western Ghats is believed to be the Agasthyamali Hills in the extreme south. he regon also harbors ove 
odspcces, about 140 mammalian species, 260 reptiles and 175 amphibians. Over btUo Or the reptiles and amphibiane 

completely endemic to the hotspot 
ns are 

Challenges to Western Ghats 
Though this diversity is remarkable, it is severely threatened today. The vegetation im this hotspot orignally extended ore 

1,90,000 square kms. Today it has been reduced to just 43,000 sq.kms. According to the 1994 1UCN assessment, Inde 
contained 172 ofIUCN-designated threatened species. These include the Asiatic Lion, the Bengal hger, and the Indian wtie 

rumped vulture, which suffered a near extinction from ingesting the dead of diclofenac treated cattle, In recent decades 

human encroachment has poseda threat to India's wildlife. 

The need for conservation of wildlife in India is often questioned because of the apparently incorrect priority in the face of 

direct poverty of the people. If we accept the current model of development the rich biodiversity in Western ghats wil 

collapsed. Bio-diversity suffers through overconsumption and unsustainable development practices. Due to modem conceg 

of development, so many verities of plants and animals are suffering today. So to protect the varied and rich biodiversity of 
Western Ghats, we will have to develop a unique model of development. 
Before developing this unique model, we have to ask ourselves the question as to what kind of world do we live in? What st 

nature of the world order which currently prevails? Liberalization and globalization process was the cause of economic an 
social progress. Extraordinary advances in the fields of science and technology boosted this progress. This evolution resuled
in better standard of living, better access to health care, longer life expectancy, as well as improved access to professionul 
training, information and culture. 

Lopsided Development 
Though this progress is irrefutable, it has not benefitted cqually. We also know that in spite of economic progress, inequalino have continued to increase, and the tinancial, economic, environmental and food crises we are facing will only intensiy u 

unacceptable tread towards grealer inequannes, as evIdenced by greater unemployment poverty as well as exclusion u 
access to vital resources. We are also witnessing tne last iew decades and erosion of the humanist and democratic u Such erosion is the result a number of factors such as market economy, competition, consumerism democracy, confidenc 
responsibility. 
Market economy has become a key organi1ng concepE in dolh cconomic theory and practice and now it clearly domina organization of modem societies with ideOlOgical supPpOrt ot neo-liberal thought. Competition when free and undiston the twin companion of the market system. 1t I3 supposca to regulate it, by balancing supply and demand and protc consumers rights. But it is not always tne casc. neise or consumerism is one of the consequences of the twin domina Co my and competition. Strongly stimulated by an overabundant supply, as well as all pervasive markc t umerism ends up becoming a way ot ie which takes over every aspect of how individuals opeia expense of citizenship sentimenis and community commitments. 

foundation of any evolved society, because it is what generates the organization once 
free a egalitarian Democray society that respects the dignity of human beings. In contrast the absence of democracy is a paintul exp 

The financial crisis has worsened the confidence crisis bectween individuals and institutions. Average citizens who ayed 

numerous countries in the world. Yet how Is democracy practiced today i 
that are supposed to be democratt 

super consumers are clearly disappointed by Ihe services they had bought from these institutions. They are feeling be 
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the attitude of banks and fund managcrs. People's sense of trust has croded as incqualitics havc increased, and governments 

are powerless lo sicm rowing eiscs and injusticcs, regardless of the nature of the government in charge. This trcnd is of 
grealcst concem when il comes to democratic practic. 

SocialAccountability 

The concept of responsibility also guarantces the healthy functioning of our socicties. And yet peoples' sense ol responsio1y is eroding with growing ncqualities, the rise of individualism and sclf-interest the rejection of all forms of institutionalism. 

People increasingy belicve that the one who ought to be responsible is 'the other and that they are entitled to rights and 
privileges wvthoul any dutics. The financial crisis is indicative of a deep societal crisis, which is actually a crisis of civilization 
our world has sown the secds ot its own destruction because it has last track of its primary purpose, which is to serve human 

environment. 
becings. We lvC n a system that does not know how to redistribute its resources and wealth fairly, nor how to protect its 

Individual Contribution to Sustainable Development 

We must regulate our financial system. What we must actually regulate is human greed, which provides self-interested 
behaviors, lead to injustice and inequalities and causes our many social ills. 

The social economy can serve as a promising nmodel, because itis based on the right kinds of values and ethical concepts andit 

places human beings at the heart of its purpose. The social economy can in principle be a good model for sustainable 
development. 1The world is facing the ethical crisis, indicative of a deep societal crisis. We live in a society, dominated by 

materialist interests and a society in which people have lost their bearing. The rising in equalities characterizing our world call 
upon us to advocate with conviction and determination for social economy model. 
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